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This project was conducted with the sole intention of creating an aircraft to
compete in the Society of Automotive and Aerospace Engineers (SAE) Aero Design
Series open class competition in Marietta, Georgia. Beginning in the fall semester, as an
independent study in aerodynamics, this culminated in a wing design at the end of the
semester. After wing design, the rest of the aircraft, including the fuselage, landing gear,
tail, and controls were designed to exceed the performance parameters of the competition.
With an aircraft design settled on, the Aero Design Team was started on campus to help
in the testing and construction ofthe aircraft. Due to time constraints, a prototype aircraft
was not constructed. Instead, components of the aircraft were tested individually
including a wing, landing gear, fuselage and test airfoils. After testing, the arduous task
of constructing the aircraft was accomplished with the help of the Aero Design Team.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Initial Thoughts and Overall Vehicle Configuration
Major airline manufactures are given design specifications from their contracting
airliners. Similarly, we were given the SAE Design Rules. These rules sculpted the
requirements of our design and provided a starting point for the design process.
Major Design requirements include:
• .8 cubic inch displacement of power plant
• 200ft Takeoff Distance
• 300 ft Landing Distance
• 15 inch wheelbase
• Reliability for bonus flights and unpaved operations
• Positive control and performance at low speeds is critical
• High lift airfoil, lift to drag ratio.
The fact that the design rules are so specific allowed for us to come up with a general
overall configuration formulated without any calculation. Noting first that the wheelbase
is incredibly small, a design keystone is a low center of gravity so that the aircraft is
stable on the ground. From there, logically the payload bay must be low to the ground
and therefore a major structure is already placed. Now considering the maximum
displacement of power plant constraint, one can see that a single large engine, which
requires a large diameter propeller, is not practical due to ground clearance requirements.
Using one engine with two or more propellers is complicated and likely unreliable so at
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least two engines and propellers will be used. Maximum thrust is crucial for takeoff
distance, but equally important is drag. By reducing drag, net thrust is increased.
Induced drag is the source of most drag on an aircraft; so this must be cut down to
shorten takeoff distance. Increasing the aspect ratio of a wing cuts down on induced
drag, therefore the wing used will have a large span in comparison to area. In addition
ground effect reduces induced drag; thus, the wing placement should be close to the
ground. To summarize, the aircraft must have as low of a center of gravity as possible
and a low wing but must still have a rigid enough structure for mounting the engine.
In order to assure ample ground clearance a high wing configuration will be used
while trying to maintain a low center of gravity. The engines will be mounted to wing
spars to ensure structural stability. This design is inherently stable, with no requirement
for dihedral wings which will move some of the aerodynamic forces away from the lift
direction.
Member Contributions
Steven selected the airfoil to incorporate in the wings. Alexander placed the
center of lift and gravity, and designed the aircraft and controls accordingly. Dennis
calculated thrust data and determined the optimal engine and propeller combination. As a
team we filled in the missing components.
Professional components:
This aircraft competition is simulating a third world Short Takeoff and Landing
(STOL) heavy lift aircraft. It will give a basis and inspiration for such an endeavor but
no plans have been set at this time and thus, the economic, environmental, ethical, health,
social, political, and manufacturability aspects are null. This aircraft is not designed for
multiple uses as it is very fragile and only intended to fly for less than two minutes. In
addition, the aircraft will not be safe in any way. It is designed to push the limits, not to
be used to the endurance limit.
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Chapter 2 Design Specifications, Concept Generation and Evaluation
Project Planning
Step 1 and 2 Identify the Tasks and Objectives for Each Task.
The major tasks are as follows:
1. Design and test a wing with high lift and low drag at low
speedslReynolds numbers.
2. Design a control system that will allow positive control at very
low speeds
3. Design an engine propeller combination that gives maximum
thrust at low speeds
4. Design the Aircraft around these features
Step 3 Estimate the Personnel, Time, and other Resources Needed to Meet
the Obiectives
Task Personnel I Time ,
Design a wing with high lift and low drag at low
speeds/Reynolds numbers One person for 3 weeks
Two people for 1.5
Test the wing to validate the choice made weeks
Design a system to control the aircraft at very low
speeds One person for 3 weeks
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Two people for 1.5
Design a system to give maximum thrust at low speeds weeks
Test the thrust system to validate design Two people for 2 weeks
Design an aircraft around these parameters One person for 2 weeks
Redesign components based on experimental data Two people for 3 weeks
Computer simulation to validate whole design Two people for 2 weeks
Production prototype Two people for 3 weeks
Evaluation of prototype Two people for 3 days
Final design build with modification from lessons
learned on prototype Two people for 2 weeks
Write report Two people for 2 weeks
Table 1 Objective Timeline
*NOTE: A factor of safety is included in this estimate
Step 4 Develop a Sequence for the Tasks
See Gantt Chart in appendix A













Projected I oral ~5..b
Table 2 Estimated Development Costs
*Note: This aircraft is intended for educational purposes only
Design Specifications
Step 1: Identify the Customers: Who are they?
In brief:
• SAE Aero Design East- The main competition the plane is being
built for
• Open Class- The specific class that the plane will be built for
• Aero Design judges- The persons responsible for awarding points
In full:
With the fact that the plane is not for the market, he customers for
the plane are the SAE open class competition judges. They do not buy the
plane, however they set the requirements for the design. They will verify
the analysis on the plane and award points on the bases of accuracy and
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comprehensiveness. They will also award points on the basis of what they
deem to be successful flights.
Step2: Determine the Customers Requirements: what do the customers
want:
Data Collection Method
• Step 2.1 Specify the information needed:
o The information needed is found in the 2008 SAE Aero
Design Rule Book [2].
• Step 2.2 Determine the type of data-collection method to be used:
o The rules are already made; therefore we just have to read
the rule book to find out what the judges want.
• Step 2.3 Determine the content of the individual Questions:
o We will make no questions; it's in the rule book.
• Step 2.4 Design the Questions:
o No questions are to be developed; it's all spelled out in the
rule book.
What is required and judged:
• Performance and Reporting
o Functional-the plane must fly with accurate predictions
o Able to lift the predicted payload
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o Have higher overall score then other competing teams
(evaluated on points)
• Raw weight score (Points = payload lifted multiplied by 3)
• Prediction score (points = 20 - (predicted payload - actual)"
• Successful flight bonus Points = (number of successful flights
multiplied by 2)
o Minimum of 15 pounds payload
• Written report (40 Points)
o Deadline Mar. 7r11 2008
o Format
• Less than 30 pages
• 12 point font
• doub Ie-spaced
• 1.5in left aligned margins




Cover page (page 1)
• Teams name, school, and number
Statement of compliance (page 2)







• Must include payload weight vs. density
altitude
o Topics to be included
• Selection of overall vehicle configuration
• Wing design and airfoil selection
• Drag analyses, including 3-D drag effects
• Aircraft stability and control





• Electronic Plan (5 points)





• Views of plane
• Right side view in the lower left with the
nose pointing right
• Top view above the right side view also with
nose pointing right
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o Units must be in inches and decimal inches
o Must include team name, school, and number
• Electronic Payload Prediction Curve Requirements
o Two copies (one for report, one in a separate PDF file)
o Page size- ANSI A
o Markings
• Name ofteam and school on top of graph
• Team number on the bottom right of page
• Formula for curve
o Nature of curve-Payload as a function of density altitude in
feet




Engine and propeller performance
•
•
• Oral Presentation (50 points)
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o Three min setup plus additional 3 min for assembly
o Fifteen minute maximum technical presentation
• 10 min presentation
• 5 min question and answer
o 2 min teardown
o Same information as written report
o Spoken in English
o Plane or pictures of plane must be present
• Technical inspection
o Asses flight worthiness and wing deformation
o Verify aircraft conformance to plans
Step3: Determine Relative Importance of requirements: Who versus What
• Each column adds up to 100. More points are added to more
important items
• Based off the possible points awarded to team
• Successful flight provides for payload, payload prediction, and
successful flight points
• Raw weight will provide the opportunity for the most points, given
that we lift over 171bs (51 points) - we will design for 45lb (135
points)
• The oral report will have the second most points (50 points)
• Written report will carry the third most points (40 points)
• The payload prediction will be next (20 points)
• Successful flight bonus (10 points)
• The electronic plan and payload prediction curve with be equally
weighted ( 5 points)
Step4: Identify and evaluate the competition: How Satisfied are the
Customers Now?
• Over the past 5 years the maximum points received by the first
place team was 190pts
• The maximum payload was 47lbs
Step5: Generate Engineering Specifications and how they will be met:
How Will the Customers Requirements be met?
• Physical constraints of plane (must be met in order to be eligible)
o Gross weight 55lbs
• Payload will equal the gross weight minus the
empty weight
o No lighter-Than-Air or Rotary Wing aircraft
o Payload Bay
• No limit on size and quantity
• House payload plates
• Carry payload as homogeneous mass
o Payload must not contribute to structural support
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o Engine
• Internal combustion engines only
• .8 Cubic inches total engine displacement
• No modifications to engine




• Main landing wheel to wheel can not exceed 15in
• Outriggers are not allowed
• Wheel diameter is not restricted
o Aircraft identification
• Team number displayed on top and bottom wing
and on both sides of the vertical stabilizer
• University name must be either on wing or fuselage
• University address on plane
o Propellers
• Metal props are prohibited
• Gear boxes are allowed
• Multiple propellers can be used
• Shrouds and ducted fans are allowed
o Fuel
• No gases boosts
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• No pressurized air
• No Extremely hazardous fuels
• No restrictions on fuel tank
o Gyroscopic assists are allowed.
o Radios must meet FCC and Academy of Model
Aeronautics 1991 standards (gold sticker on transmitter and
module)
o In-flight battery packs
• Capable of safely driving all servos
• No less than 700 mAh capacity
o Control serves must not feature excessive slop due to high
instability
o Servos must be adequately sized
Step 6: Relate Customers' Requirements to Engineering Specifications:
How to Measure What?
• The physical constraints will be most important, because they
determine the eligibly of the plane to receive any points
• A strong relationship is shown by 9
• A medium relationship is shown by 3
• A week relationship is shown by 1
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Step 7: Set engineering Targets: How much is good enough?
• In order to ensure first place the team must receive 200pts
• With perfect scores for written report, oral report, payload
prediction, electric plan and curve, a thrust of 27lb is needed
• The addition of the successful flight bonus gives a comfortable
error from perfect scores at the 27lb payload
Step 8: Identify Relationships between Engineering Requirements: How
are the "Hows" Dependent on Each Other?











Using brainstorming as a source of ideas
• LiftlDrag
o High aspect ratio wings have less drag to lift ratios
• Weighs more
• Create complexity in design
o Selig airfoil provide high lift characteristics at low Reynolds's
numbers
o Wig caps increase the aspect ratio and decrease induced drag.








o Low aspect ratio wings are more maneuverable





























o Traditional (one engine on fuselage)
• Easy to make
• Low lift
o Twin engines on wing





Using a Decision Matrix - Note the Following Steps to accomplish a Decision
Matrix.
1. Criteria for comparison:
A. High Lift - This directly relates to more points in the competition
B. Low Drag - With less drag we are effectively increasing our thrust
C. Stable at slow speeds - The control surfaces must allow for positive
control at low speeds or the aircraft could crash before leaving the
ground
D. Resistance to gusts - Gusts may be 25% ofthe takeoff velocity which
can generate large amounts of lift that if unchecked can adversely
affect the flight attitude and orientation of the aircraft.
E. Manufacturability - Although the aircraft will only be built once it is
still a concern
F. Controllability - The aircraft must not have any airspeeds, attitudes or
orientations that hinder the controllability
G. Reliability - Grass airstrips are unforgiving and the aircraft must
reflect this
2. Relative Importance Weightings:
Each criterion was assigned a point value based on importance and the
total points amount to 100. Controllability was assigned the highest points
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because if the aircraft isn't controllable enough to finish the flight then one
third of the total points are gone right away.
3. Alternatives:
The three alternatives considered are:
A. Weights in the wing - A standard aircraft with the cargo bays in the
wmgs.
B. Standard Aircraft - This is a typical set up for General Aviation
(engine in front, cargo bay in the fuselage, only structural weight in
wings).
C. Engines on Wings - This aircraft has cargo bay in the fuselage, only
structural weight in wings and a smaller engine on each wing.
4. Evaluate Alternatives:
Evaluation of alternatives is shown on the following matrix.
5. Compute the Satisfaction:
As shown in the following matrix the aircraft with engines on wings scored
the highest while the standard aircraft scored the least.
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Alternatives I
Criteria Importance Weights in Standard
Engines on \
Wing Aircraft Wings
High Lift 15 + +
Low Drag 15 - +
Stable at slow 10 + +
Speeds 0




Manufacturability 5 - -
Maximum Thrust 13 S +
Controllability 26 S S
Reliability 6 - S
Total + 3 - 5




Weighted 4 - 58
Total
Table 3 Decision Matrix
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Chapter 3 CostlMarket Analyses and Patentability (Intellectual Property)
Cost Analysis
Shown in the table below is the cost analysis to produce our airplane.
Item (quantity) Cost Per unit Total Cost
Balsa Estimate $150.00 $150.00
Propeller (2) $ 3.79 $ 7.58
Engine OS 40 (2) $ 67.99 $135.98
Engine Mount (2) $ 4.49 $ 9.98
Monokote 6' x 26" (I 0) $ 10.99 $109.90
Radio Futaba 6 Channel $129.99 $129.99
Servos FUTS3 115 (6) $ 17.99 $107.94
Tires - total $119.99 $119.99
Miscell aneous $100.00 $100.00
Total Cost $871.36
.Table 4 Cost AnalysIs
There is no market for this aircraft at this time. It is purely for education and
experience of the team members. The cost to make and compete with this aircraft is
estimated at $5,350. Patentability is not of interest at this time. It may come to fruition
later after more research and design has been done, but that is not the case as of yet.
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Chapter 4 Airfoil and Wing
Airfoil
The main criteria for the Airfoil selection was high lift at low drag even after all the
previous analysis. After all, the main goal of the competition is to build a high lift
aircraft. The other criteria played a lesser part in airfoil selection. I want the airfoil to
have a high range of stability and be easy to manufacture. To choose the best airfoil I
compared numerous airfoils in a CFD program called Designfoil. My comparisons
resulted in finding an airfoil that produced exceptional results across all fields. I then
used the airfoil has a standard to beat.
Designing an airfoil to produce high lift and low drag at low speeds, required
knowledge on how an airfoil produces lift. What I have learned about lift/drag from
reading my text book Aircraft Design: A Conceptual Approach (Raymer). The basis for
airfoil operation is Bernoulli's equation.
loi)('[,' P j~ the I'l'c'n!Jl'('. /) i~ rlJ('d"lt1iry, \.' i~ rll(, Ivtorir:
h jt c{cl·clrin.'.'. and .( it the .~n:lt:irdri()..,.t71 (ln~("h~r"r.)/i()n
Equation 1 Bernoulli's Equation
The air flowing over the top of the airfoil is forced to a higher velocity, which in tum
crates lower than ambient pressure. This low pressure on top of airfoil creates a vacuum
and sucks the wing upwards. Air flowing under the airfoil is forced to slow down and
therefore has a higher than ambient pressure. This high pressure on bottom pushes the
plane up wards. To get a better understanding about how to create lift and I visually
separated the top and bottom of the airfoil in my head.
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Lift from the bottom of the airfoil is created by making a pocket to catch the air
reducing the velocity. This catching of air can be demonstrated by sticking a hand your
car window. When you cup your hand toward the direction of travel, the oncoming air
gets trapped with in your hand and forms a stagnation point. A little harder to imagine is
further away from your hand, the oncoming in is now slamming into the stagnated air,
effectively reducing the velocity of the air further and further away from the hand. This
chain reaction occurs, until a steady state boundary layer is formed. This boundary layer
causes the airfoil to in essence, increase in size and therefore create induced drag due to
lift. The higher the lift produced, the large the boundary layer, which causes the
oncoming air to induce more drag on the airfoil. That is why someone one has to fight to
keep an outstretched arm when sticking their hand out the window.
The outstretched hand example is more clearly evident at higher speeds (Reynolds
numbers) due to the Fact that pressure is related to velocity squared in Bernoulli's
equation. That's why it was so important to find out the takeoff velocity. The trail and
error approach I took at the beginning was do to the fact that takeoff velocity and airfoil
design both depend on each other; making it impossible to define either as a constant
entity.
The top part of the airfoil behaves in the opposite manner of the bottom. The airfoil
forces some of the oncoming air to the top surface. Unlike the bottom there is nothing
there to catch the air. When the air is forced upward on the foil it has certain momentum
upwards. If you imagine the air as it first strike the airfoil, the upward moving air will not
want to freely flow down the rest of the foil. This would create some what of a vacuum
on the back top surface. Then the vacuum sucks the upward moving air down, giving it
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an elevated velocity. Thus a cycle is created where the air moving over the airfoil moves
faster then the ambient air. If the upward moving air is given too much of an upwards
velocity however, there isn't a chance for it to be sucked immediately down the airfoil. In
this case separation occurs, which causes drag and loss of control and eventually stall of
the air craft. Separation can be avoided through tedious airfoil design. In which, the
thickness and shape are altered and analyzed to reduce or eliminate separation.
Basic nature of the high lift airfoil causes it to have a lot of drag and separation. The
trick is to optimize the airfoil to give the best results in a certain Reynolds number range.
Professor Selig of University of Illinois Urban Campaign has done extensive research of
airfoils operating at the Reynolds numbers concerned with my plane, Re= 200000 to
300000 (calculated from the estimated takeoff velocity, a cord length of one foot, and
standard altitude conditions at 1000ft). In design Foil (Fig 1) I was able to compare many
of his air foil designs. Of these I found the S1223RTL to have the highest lift to drag at
desire Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 1 Design Foil Sl223RTL
As depicted in Figure 1, the airfoil is at zero degree angle of attack and has no flaps.
Design foil adds flaps to airfoils, making it possible to predict precise characteristics of
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the airfoil (Fig 4). I ran the S1223RTL through vanous angles of attack and
corresponding degrees offlaps (Attached Table 1). The optimal design configuration was
based on high lift to drag ratio though a broad range of angles. For the S1223RTL the
optimal configuration is 2deg attack with 14deg flaps. 16deg offlap did offer better lift to
drag at 2 deg attack; however the ratio at 17 and 18deg drop substantially. Do to the
numerous assumptions made; a broader range of high lift to drag is desirable to ensure
accurate results.
Although the S1223RTL preformed very well I wanted a foil that had higher lift to
drag ratio consistently though numerous configurations of attack and flaps. Using Design
foil I was able to construct an airfoil that better suited my needs. The rapid drop of lift to
drag was cause by separation, alleviate the separation problem I tried out numerous
configurations until I found one that worked. I was able to shape an airfoil that exceeds
the S1223RTL performance. My airfoil called NIU001 (Fig 5) does exactly what it was
designed to do. It exceeds the lift to drag of the S1223RTL and remains consistent
through a larger span (Table 1 attached). I did this by shaping the bottom surface to catch
a lot of air under the airfoil and shaping the top surface to better direct the flow of air.
NIUOO1 has a lower lift coefficient at small angles of attack compared to the latter, but at
higher attack it surpasses the S1223RTL. Also the NIU001 has a lower drag coefficient
throughout. With the already low takeoff velocity, this reduction in drag will greatly
increase the chance for success. Over all NIUOOI has a higher lift to drag ratio and keeps
it consistent over a broader range.
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Figure 2 Design Foil S1223RTL with Flaps and Angle of Attack
Figm'e 3 S1223RTL Airfoil
Figure .• NIUOOI Airfoil
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Wing
Having upwards of 50 lbs for gross-weight, the aircraft will need exhibit
optimization of the structure throughout. Coupled with being strong, the aircraft will have
to be light weight to optimize the amount of points scored during the flight aspect of the
competition. Different features of the plane must designed to withstand the specific
loading that the feature in subjected to, such as stiffness, ductility and fracture toughness.
In addition, the features must endear repeatable applications of the loading.
The lift provided to carry the weight causes a great deal of stress in the 12ft wing
span. High strength material, including aluminum, steels, titanium and their alloys are
commonly used on commercial aircraft. The materials are relatively dense for the
competition. To lighten the structure mass while maintaining strength, graphite
composites are utilized to withstand the loading. Accordingly the wing spars are
constructed using carbon fiber. The Spars are circular in shape; because of the circles
optimally spread the stress concentration (caused by loading in any direction) throughout
the spars cross section. The lift created by the wing is centered near the first quarter chord
from the leading edge, when the plane is at level flight. However when the plane is
maneuvering or taking off, the center of lift can translate back and forth. To account for
the added stress accompanied by moving the center of lift, two spars were taken into
consideration from the beginning. Along with actually supporting the load, the spars are
designed to minimize the deformation and decreasing the dihedral shape (maintaining the
desired flight characteristics) of the wing by making the spars tubular in shape.
To verify optimization choices initially made and determine the size and
placement of the spars, a rough model of the plane was constructed and tested with
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Solidworks and Ansys. Incorporating a full size wing drawn with precision is too much
for the software to handle, so the geometry and additional feature were left out of the
model (Figure 1).
Figure 5 Left - Solidworks model of the wing and spars.
Figure 6 Right - Ansys model of the wing.
The wing was modeled using continuous uniform loading of the span-wise lift
distribution equating to the desired gross weight of the plane. Then a loading factor of 2
was implemented to account for the non uniform loading of the wing near the tips and the
engine mounts. Flutter is also accounted for by increasing the load factor to 2.5 times the
gross weight. One problem with carbon Fiber is the inherent lack of torsion strength. To
account for this, the spars used for the wing span be multilayered, having the strands in
four principle directions oriented 45 degree from one another. Also as added safety, there
will be two fiber spars spanning the wing. The spars were designed to have an outer
diameter of.7 in and an inner diameter of.6 in.
With the factor of safety of 2.5 the deformation at the wing tips is 3.5 in from the
base with the properties for multi directional carbon fiber. The stress concentration
decreases along the wing towards the tip of the airplane. The available carbon fiber rods
come in standard sizes close to the desired diameter size; however the longest tubes
available are 6ft in length. With the increased stress at the fuselage and the availability
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tubes; each of the two spars will consist of three carbon fiber tubes; 2 tubes 6 ft in length
approximately.70D X .6ID to span the wing; and one bigger tube with an inner diameter
equal to the outer diameter of the smaller tubes to connect the tubes and provide a higher
factor of safety. In addition Kevlar wire connecting the fuselage to the wing will be used
for additional support and decrease dihedral affect.
From the models the ribs are subjected to minimal stresses with the highest stress
at the interface of the rib and spar. Balsa wood will be used for the ribs, because of its
high strength to weight ratio. To ensure the balsa spars do not fail near the spar/rib
interface, a high strength epoxy will be used to strengthen the interface. The engines
mounts in the wing require a higher strength than balsa. The ribs housing the engine
mounts are made out of a wood composite (plywood). Also, the ribs used at the Hoerner
wing tips, the fuselage interface, were to be constructed using thick balsa.
Wing Tip
The purpose of wing tip design is to reduce induced drag. This is achieved by
keeping the high pressure air from the bottom of the foil from reaching the top of the
wing. These tip vortices can be controlled using designed wingtips. In the design
consideration for this planes wing tips three types of wing tip types will be investigated,
cut-off, winglet, and Hoerner type designs.
The cut-off wing tip offers an advantage over a rounded tip. This is due to the fact
that the high pressure air can more easily make its way to the lower pressure streams on
the top of the foil because the rounded tip offers aerodynamic advantages. Figure
(left) shows the airflow at the tip of the wing, with a cut off design. The air flow can be




Figure 7 Left - Showing airflow on the cut off wingtip.
Figure 8 Right - Showing airtlow on the Hoerner tip.
The second type of wing tip under consideration is the winglet style; the design
guidelines are NASA N76-26763, R. Whitcomb, shown in Figure 6. This type of wing
tip would be impractical for this application. This is due to the fact that the cord length of
the wing is constant through the whole foil. Therefore, the winglet would be so large that




Figure 9 The winglet design after R. Whitcomb.
The Hoerner was also investigated. This type of wing tip offers the advantage of
directing the wingtip vortices away from the upper surface of the foil. This increases the
effective wingspan. The wingtip vortices are visibly moved away from the upper surface
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in Figure 5 (right). The Hoerner is designed by undercutting the wing 30 degrees to the
horizontal.
The Hoerner wing tip type is the best for this aircraft. This is because it is
important to reduce drag as much as possible during the take-off. Heavy lift aircraft from
an undeveloped airstrip is not easy to take off and allowing the plane to have an increased
useful wing span to provide as much lift as possible. Therefore the Hoerner wing tip
should be used.
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Chapter 5 Thrust and Propulsion
Propeller Size and Performance
The propeller's purpose is to create power to push the airplane forward. The
power comes from the shaft of the reciprocating engine. In order to maximize the thrust
power, or maximize propeller efficiency, one should use a larger propeller diameter. A
larger diameter also allows a larger mass flow of air to be processed by the propeller.
Thrust is also limited by fixed pitch propellers. A fixed pitch propeller at lower speeds
would require a smaller pitch and would prevent stalling at lower speeds. Another name
for this type of fixed pitch propeller would be a "climb prop." The propeller chosen is a
12x4 sports propeller made by APC Propellers. To accompany the propeller, a spinner
added. The spinner's purpose is to push air to a more efficient part of the propeller and
also streamline the nacelle. The spinner was chosen to be 25% of the radius of the
propeller, thus, a 3 inch spinner.
Like a wing, the propeller is designed to generate thrust through a rotating airfoil.
Coefficients are used to describe properties of a propeller, just as for a wing. The
advance ratio, J, is related to the distance the aircraft moves with one turn ofthe propeller
(EQ 2). The power and thrust coefficients, Cp and CT respectively, are non-dimensional
measures ofthose quantities (EQ 3, EQ 4, respectively). The speed-power coefficient, Cs,
does not involve the propeller diameter (EQ 5). Propeller efficiency, IIp, is related to the





Power and Thrust Coefficients:
P
cp =0.001cp := 3 5 Equation 3p-n ·D
T
cT =0.002-r :=
2 4 Equation 4pn ·D
Speed-Power Coeffici ent: 5
.~ Cs = 3.887 Equation 5c =V· -s· ~ P·n




n=Rotational Speed p=Air Density at 100 ft
D=Propelier Diameter
c=Propelier Airfoil Chord
Testing measurements concluded each engine would be producing approximately
5 pounds of thrust. This test was done on a thrust table designed to mount a 0.40 cubic
inch engine spinning a propeller diameter under 15 inches. The engine was mounted on
a dual rail system with a spring attached to the rear. The total thrust with the 12x4
propeller measured 4.99 pound force over 179 millimeters. During this test, the pressure
behind the propeller showed to be .0754 pounds per inch squared. Using Bernoulli's
Equation, (Equation 1,P, - P2 = ~ * P * (v22 - ~2 ) the final velocity, V2, was determined
to be 69 feet per second.
Engines
The choice to use two engines was decided upon the size of the aircraft. The
engines mounted on the wings would allow airflow to be pushed over the airfoil even
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when grounded. Other points considered were the controllability. The engines on the
wings gave better lift, less drag, more control stability, and a resistance to wind gusts.
The supports for the engines would originate from the double carbon fiber rods used as
spars. Testing was completed upon two test engines. One engine was the OS 40 LA
senes. The other is the Thunder Tiger Pro .40 BB ABC (Dual ball bearing supported
crankshaft, with an aluminum, brass and nickel piston/cylinder assembly). Both engines
ran at the same RPM levels and performed well. The OS engine was the initial choice
due to its lower weight of 12.85 oz, as compared to Thunder Tiger at 17.19 oz. Upon
further testing, Thunder Tiger proved superiority with performing at 22% more
horsepower than the OS engine's 1 lIP. This engine choice added with the propeller
choice proved to exceed the 5 lbs of thrust needed per engine, and the ]0 lbs of thrust
expected to pull the aircraft along the grass strip.
Obviously, in order to have running engines, fuel is needed. The goal in mind
was to have enough fuel for two consistently running engines running approximately ten
minutes. A large restriction on the amount of fuel was the size of the fuel tanks and the
location. The decision to use two engines allowed for an equal weight distribution about
the centerline of the aircraft. This decision created a challenge on the sizing of the fuel
tank's location in the fuselage. The fuselage was the best choice because of the amount
of fuel needed creating a tank too large for the wing. The fuel tank location was tested
using the testing table at various locations and distances of fuel lines. The tanks had to be
mounted under the wing spars, and above the payload bay. The center of the fuselage
also carried the control batteries and wiring. Since the fuel tanks also could not block the
wiring holes to the servos on the wings; meaning, the fuel lines would run along the same
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path. This allowed a small space for two fuel tanks to fit. Allowing for maximum fuel
capability, matched with the size and location allowable, the choice for the tanks was to
use a Sullivan's Slant/Oval 100z tank pictured below with the installation location. This
tank size was acceptable. Enough fuel was able to be carried for the ten minutes with
extra space for more.
Figure 10 Fuel Tank and Fuel Tank Placement
Engine Mount
Mounting the engine was debated for some time. The ultimate decision is to
mount the engine horizontally, or at a 90 degrees rotation about the engine shaft, in a
tractor installation pulling the plane. This causes the exhaust to be under the wing. Many
factors came into play in this decision. The location of the exhaust while in the upright
position may cause some interference with the end of the exhaust pipe and the wing
leading edge. According to Raymer, the upper surface of the airfoil also contributes to
two-thirds of the total lift (Raymer, 41). This can be explained by the airfoil camber
causing the air over the top to travel faster than the air beneath the wing. The higher
velocity produces lower pressures over the wing. This causes the upper surface of the
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airfoil to be pulled upward by the "lower-than-ambient" pressures. The exhaust on the
bottom ofthe wing would allow cleaner air over the top of the airfoil.
Adding another factor to the rotation of the engine was the excess fuel spatter
from the exhaust. The fuel spraying over the top of the wing could cause friction due to
the rippling effect of the fluid. The fuel would also remain on the wing surface and not
be removed completely. This may cause eventual deterioration of the wing surface or
structure, ultimately causing failure.
With the engine mounted at the 90 degree rotation, the engine will have to be
mounted before final assembly of the wing. The engine would need to be assembled
during the assembly of the engine mount. The engine mount is decided to be made up of
V4 inch birch plywood. The plywood would be cut into extended camber airfoil ribs.
They will be separated 2.5 inches apart and spaced by another sheet of V4 inch plywood
2.5x2.5 inches. There will be slots to add support for the engine and wing. A standard
engine mount will be mounted to the spacer with screws at a centered location. Here is





Figure 11 Spacer between engine mounting ribs.
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Testing Table
In order for testing to be completed on the propellers, engines, and fuel lines, a
testing apparatus needed to be designed and constructed. This apparatus had a couple of
early designs all leading to the final design. In the beginning, a system involving bearing
sliders was used. This apparatus was attached to a table top and consisted of adjustable
nuts to attach a variety of springs. This produced semi-accurate results. The results were
used; however, it was known there was great error due to vibrations and friction.





ThM Sprins Adjul:tltr I
allows different springs
to b~mounted without I
tension present at start
Figure 13 Various views of first engine testing apparatus,
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The improved testing apparatus was designed to hold engmes of greater
displacement and produce a minimal error. Vibrations were reduced by creating two
connection points, or mounting points to the table. These are two rails mounted the
length of the table. The table's length of 24 inches and width of 22.5 inches allows a
center square to be cut out at a size of 18x16 inches. The engine mounts at a height of 12
inches. It is mounted between the two rails on a steel plate utilizing four ball-bearing
mounts covering 270 degrees ofthe rail circumference. This design allows for many RIC
engine sizes to be tested, as well as a variety of propeller sizes up to and including 15
inch propellers. To attach the trust to the table, a spring is used and attached to a
manufactured support bar that is detachable from the table.
Figure 14 Final engine testing table design.
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The purpose of this testing table is to measure deflection of the spring to
determine the force of the engine using various engines, propellers, and nosecones. This
apparatus also allowed testing of fuel tank placement and a rotated engine mount. The
spring is mounted to a detachable vertical spring beam as shown below.
Figure 15 Detachable vertical spring beam.
This is detachable in order to remove the sliding plate. The plate cannot be removed
from the opposite side due to an emergency stopper that was installed in case the spring
was to fail. This stopper is located 6 inches from the end of the table to prevent the
propeller from hitting the table.
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Ch. 6 Aircraft Layout
Wing-Fuselage Intersection
Since the wing must support both the weight of the aircraft and the weight of the
payload it makes sense to mount the wing directly to the fuselage to save weight. The
meaning by this is that the structure of the wing and the fuselage mate and do not need
any interstitial members to connect. There are therefore three possible relations between
the two as shown below.
, If I \ 1 ,~ •.•.;",'
Figure 16 - Possible wing locations.
A configuration was chosen by a process of elimination. First note that a single
spar is preferred because is does not require a complicated and heavy structure to connect
two wing spars together. First the mid wing design is not satisfactory because it requires
that the wing spars not be connected, for if they were the payload could not be moved.
Second the low wing configuration allows the wing to have a single spar but provides no
good location to mount the engines with large radius propellers. Finally the high wing
configuration was chosen because it allows: a single spar, the wings to serve as a
mounting point for the engines, the payload in the fuselage to be low. As for stability the
high wing is inherently stable because the center of gravity is below the lift line. The
aircraft will naturally stay in proper orientation without the need for dihedral, as shown
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on the low wing configuration, in the wings. Without the need for dihedral, the wing can
be built with very little complexity therefore reducing weight. See Table of Contents,
page iii, for decision matrix on wing-fuselage intersection.
Landing Gear - Fuselage Intersection
Since a high wing configuration was utilized the landing gear must connect to the
fuselage, which is closer to the ground, to save weight. Since the payload is in the
fuselage this setup allows the weight to be applied directly to the landing gear. With this
in mind there are again 3 different configurations to consider, which are shown below.
---- - - - - ---- •••
~- --:'~..-.~~~.-...<:-.....:!:.
Figure 17Possible landing gear locations.
Now, by process of elimination a landing gear configuration was chosen. First, bicycle
landing gear requires outriggers which are not allowed by competition rules. Second, tail
dragger landing gear are unstable in ground roll because any small turn is amplified due
to the center of gravity being behind the main wheels. Finally, tricycle landing gear have
the center of gravity in front of the main wheels and are therefore more stable. Tricycle




An interstitial member between the aircraft tail and the fuselage was required for
one simple reason: to save weight. By separating the tail from the wing a smaller tail is
needed which is why an interstitial member was used. A carbon fiber tube was chosen to
join the tail and the fuselage with as little weight as possible.
Tail Sizing and Placement
In order to size and place the tail the center of gravity is required. The center of
gravity must take into account every part ofthe aircraft to be accurate. Unfortunately the
placement of these parts is all inter related so one structure needs to be placed first. An
arbitrary point was chosen as a datum point and then all aircraft structures were measured
from that point. All efforts were required to estimate the weight of structures and parts
that would be designed after the aircraft layout was finished. Due to this, there were
many iterations required to corne up with an accurate center of gravity. The tail was
actually placed arbitrarily at a point that allowed the aircraft to be moved inside the
Engineering Building. As a side note the final center of gravity was done after the
aircraft was finished, but it would have been terribly out of place if not for the estimates
and iterations. Once a rough estimate of the center of gravity of the aircraft was
accomplished with the tail center of gravity chosen, the tail size was calculated. The tail
size was calculated using methods found in Aircraft Performance and Design [1]. In
order to be more aerodynamically efficient the tail was designed with a taper ratio of .5,
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which means that the tip cord length is half of the root cord length. Now that the size of




Figure 18 Possible tail configurations.
A conventional tail requires the least structure and will mount easily, in comparison to
the alternatives, to a carbon fiber tube. With the configuration known and the distance
from the wing known the tail was placed with the exception of distance from the ground.
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Figure 19 Tail distance from ground.
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As can be seen from the chart the tail placement is acceptable if it is below or only
slightly higher than the wing. This placement is mainly interested in stall recovery
characteristics. If the aircraft enters a stall the aircraft needs to be able to recover,
however this is not possible if the tail is blanketed by the wake of the wing in a stall.
When the tail is blanketed the pilot has no means of recovering the aircraft. The best
location for the tail is below the wing; however in this case the aircraft will not be
allowed to increase its angle of attack on the ground roll because the aircraft is already
very close to the ground. When the aircraft pitches back to increase its angle of attack,
and therefore lift, the tail will make contact with the ground and the aircraft may never be
able to takeoff In addition to clean air in a stall, clean air in a steady flight must be
considered. In this case, however, it is beneficial for the tail to be affected by the main
wing. When the wing creates lift it accelerates airflow down and behind it which can hit
the tail causing it to go down. This is actually desirable as it counteracts the natural
moment the wing produces any time it is producing lift. So the tail height was chosen to
be in line with the wing spars to take advantage of the wings effect with the air while
providing ample ground clearance for takeoff.
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Ch. 7 Aircraft Stability and Controls
Initial Control Thoughts
The aircraft must be stable in order to control it. So the aircraft must be stable in
un-accelerated flight. This was the reason for the high wing configuration and tail size
and position, but now the aircraft must be longitudinally stable both in flight and on the
ground. This means that even thought the payload can change the center of gravity can
not. For this reason the fuselage must be long in order to keep the center of gravity
stationary even when the payload is very small or very large. In addition the center of
gravity must be in front of the aircrafts neutral point for the aircraft to be stable in a
multitude of attitudes. After all these concerns are addressed the controls themselves can
be designed and a system of control to operate them.
Longitudinal Stability
The final stability concern is longitudinal, and it requires a very accurate weight
and balance estimate. Now that the tail is placed and sized a very accurate weight and
balance can be performed, but it requires several iterations before it is complete. In order
to place the center of gravity relative to the wing the aircraft neutral point must be
calculated. Through the methods found in Chapter 8 of reference [5] the aircraft neutral
point was found to be located 5.98 inches aft of the datum plane. From here the wing
was moved in order to locate the neutral point behind the center of gravity, and
subsequently the center of gravity changed with the movement of the wing. Once the
center of gravity moved the landing gear needed to move as well. And, of course, when
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the landing gear was moved the center of gravity changed as well. Through much
iteration done on a computer, the resulting positions of aircraft components are listed




Receiver 0.70 3.38 2.36
Cargo 3S.00 3.38 118.13
Wing 4.94 7.29 36.01
Engines 2.07 -0.61 -1.26
PropelierISpinner(s) 0.S3 -2.61 -l.39
Tail 0.80 64.13 51.18
Tail Boom 0.40 32.06 12.83
Nose Wheel 0.33 -8.88 -2.97
Mains l.S4 6.12 9.40
Main Struts 0.88 6.12 S.40
Nose Strut 0.20 -8.88 -1.76
Fuselage Structure 2.22 1.12 2.49
Fuel 0.63 2.S9 1.62
Total SO.24 10S.20 232.03
Table 5 Weight and Balance
From this weight and balance the final center of gravity, neutral point and aerodynamic
center values are as follows.
Distance
Item (in)




Table 6 Longitudinal Stability Chart








Figure 20 Resulting Layout
Now that everything is placed the aircraft 3 view drawing can be shown. A three view
drawing is a cornerstone in aircraft design.
n
Figure 21 Aircraft three-view
Now that the aircraft is finally designed and is stable it must be controlled to be useful.
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Wing Control Surfaces
In addition to the natural stability, Junker lawpersons were utilized which
combine fowler flaps with ailerons. Fowler flaps are optimal in this scenario because
they not only act as flaps but they help re attach flow on the top of the airfoil, reducing
drag. By mounting a separate airfoil under and behind the main airfoil that can rotate up
and down, the optimal flap style and maximum aileron control are real ized. This is a
benefit to a small aircraft because it only requires rotation, not rotation and translation
like a fowler flap.
~ J optimum ~ 25 deg.
2. Fow~erFlap
~~------~---------c----------------~l=------~~I
b>-. - '"..: .•.HL .•.
J. Junkers Flap
Figure 22 Top- Fowler Flap example.
Figure 23 Bottom - Junkers Flap Example.
The Junker flap extends the length of the wing. Unlike most control surfaces the Junker
flap is still useful if the main airfoil is stalled. Since the Junker flap is mounted below the
main airfoil it gets clean air even when the main airfoil is stalled. What that means for
this aircraft in particular is that at low speeds and low altitudes controllability is
maximized. The side effect of this setup is that the cord of the wing is extended and
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therefore the aspect ratio is reduced. In addition the airfoil adds drag, but in this case it is
not a significant enough deterrent. The additional drag only adversely affects cruise
speed and since this aircraft is designed with only takeoff and landing configurations in
mind, the loss of cruise speed is meaningless. The roll controllability of the aircraft is
very high on this aircraft, due to the Junker flaps extending the length of the wing.
Modeling a Junker flapper as a 6 foot span (one side of the wing) NACA 0012 airfoil
with a 1.5 in cord, gives a moment of -.01 pound-foot of torque. Modeling the control
surfaces this way is acceptable because they are mounted through their quarter cord to the
main wing by means of ball bearings. A Junker flapper the length of half the wing is not
possible due to bending, so the control surface was split into six sections, three on each
side of the wing. In addition, control linkages from two regular sized servos to six Junker
flap sections were found to be roughly twice as heavy as six micro servos with minimal
linkages. This minimal torque, of -.01 pound-foot, will present no problem for the three
micro servos which put out .20 ft-lb of torque. This combination will give sharp response
time and adequate power incase of minor damage to the control surface, its linkages and
bearings.
Servos and Sizing
Six servos total will be used on the aircraft. Two small servos will control each
engine. Since the throttle rotates on a lubricated bearing the lightest servo available will
be utilized. Two regular sized servos, which are in the vicinity of .25 pound-foot of
torque a piece, will be used to control the two Junker lawpersons. Modeling a flapper as
a 6 foot span NACA 0012 airfoil with a 1.5 in cord, gives a moment of -.01 pound-foot of
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torque. Modeling the control surfaces this way is acceptable because they are mounted
through their quarter cord to the main wing by means of ball bearings. This minimal
torque will present no problem for the regular servo which will give sharp response time
and adequate power incase of minor damage to the control surface. The two servos for
the horizontal and vertical stabilizers will be regular sized. This is merely for reliability
and responsiveness. The two stabilizers will be aerodynamically balanced, which
reduces the required input force.
Tail Control Surfaces
Just like the wing the tails control surfaces will span the length of the vertical and
horizontal stabilizer. In order to provide aerodynamic balance to minimize required input
torque, the outer sections of the stabilizers will rotate with the control surfaces. Since
these outer sections are on the other side of the axis of rotation they will provide a
countering torque. Three regular sized servos were used to control the tail. The elevator
was divided into two sections and run off of redundant servos because the elevator is
such a crucial control surface. All servos in the tail put out .25 foot-pound of torque,
which far surpasses the required input force. This over engineering was due to the lower
cost of the regular sized servos.
Nose Landing Gear and Throttle Control
The three servos used to control the two engines and nose wheel were micro




With 12 servos total, a powerful radio system was required. Competition
requirements stipulated that a 750 mAh battery be used in the aircraft, but only a 1500
mAh battery was available; and therefore used. A six channel 72 MHz narrow band
computer radio and 6 channel micro receivers were used to control the servos. The
computer radio was used to mix the aileron and flap controls into lawpersons. The
resulting layout was that channel 1 powered the left wing bank of flapper servos while
channel 6 powered the right bank. The remaining 3 channels controlled the elevator,
rudder/nose wheel and the throttle. All channels and servos draw maximum power until
the desired control position is met as input from the transmitter. This means that if a
control surface jams the corresponding servo will draw maximum power from the battery
until the power is gone or the control surface goes to the proper position. For this reason
the over sized battery was tolerated.
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Chapter 8 The Build
Build process
At the beginning of the build process, scale testing was completed. The purpose
for the scaled model was to test the assembly of parts cut from the laser cutter, the
difficulty in fiberglass reinforcing the fuselage, and to estimate strength testing. The
scale assembly led to creating a guideline for the build process. These guidelines allowed
for a timely, organized, and complete assembly for the final aircraft.
Starting with the center and working outward, the fuselage was assembled by
cutting out the four sides using the laser cutter. The sides were epoxied along the edges
and left to dry for approximately one hour. This gave the fuselage a smooth colored
surface. Next to be assembled is the carbon fiber rods to the fuselage. The rods were
initially assembled to the design specifications and epoxied together. This created two
spars to be attached to the fuselage for the wing, and one rod to be attached for the tail
boom. All being attached using epoxy resins. With the spars in place, the wing assembly
starts. All ribs were cut using the laser cutter. The ribs were glued in place and kept in
place using spacers (spacers were also cut on the laser cutter). The leading edges of the
wing were covered with a thin balsa wood. After this, the wing tips were attached. The
pictures below show the construction after these processes.
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Figure 24 Left - Ribs, spars, fuselage, and tail boom construction.
Figure 25 Rigbt - Leading and trailing edges.
Since the tail assembly was designed to be detachable, the construction of this
was completed before being attached to the main body. Next in the building process
came the tedious task of attaching all servos to the correct locations and wiring the servos
with the installation of the battery pack. During this process the engine mounting was
taking place and the fuel tanks with fuel lines were installed.
Figure 26 Engine mounting and wiring.
Easiest to install during and after this process was the landing gear. The landing
gear was manufactured and assembled, then attached to the plane. The bottom of the
fuselage was Monokoted prior to the attachment of the landing gear. The landing gear
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being attached allowed for the fiberglass nose-cone and half fuselage fairing to be
assembled. Prior to assembly, the fiberglass nose-cone and fuselage fairing were painted.
Figure 27 Nose Cone Construction.
Following the fiberglass part assemblies, Monokote was applied to the wings, tail,
and the rest of the fuselage. The flaps were squeezed into place on the wings and tail and
mechanical linkages were attached between the servos and flaps. Lastly, the weight
attachment points were made and bolts were installed.
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Chapter 9 Discussion and Conclusion
There was a little more to undertaking this monumental challenge, than had been
theorized by the group. Some of the major tasks were to bring; the wind tunnel up to
standards; the Aero Club to fruition; and the obvious, to make a working plane. With all
in mind, the plane took flight. The plane however did not make such a successful
landing. The optimization of the plane gave it so much lift, that the struggle to maintain it
all. The plane stalled easily when turning, preventing adequate control. This resulted in a
harsh landing and the loss of landing gear, payload, and pieces of tail. Because of our
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RE anale CI Cd CI/Cd
250000 0 1.203 0.016 75.1875
1 1.249 0.0165 75.69697
2 1.291 0.017 75.94118
3 1.329 0.0183 72.62295
4 1.365 0.0191 71.46597
5 1.397 0.02 69.85
6 1.426 0.021 67.90476
7 1.452 0.0222 65.40541
8 1.474 0.0245 60.16327
9 1.493 0.0258 57.86822
10 1.509 0.0276 54.67391
11 1.522 0.0297 51.24579
12 1.532 0.0319 48.02508
13 1.538 0.036 42.72222
14 1.541 0.0388 39.71649
15 1.54 0.0515 29.90291
200000 0 1.202 0.017 70.70588
1 1.247 0.0175 71.25714
2 1.289 0.0181 71.21547
3 1.328 0.0194 68.45361
4 1.364 0.0203 67.19212
5 1.396 0.0212 65.84906
6 1.425 0.0223 63.90135
7 1.45 0.0236 61.44068
8 1.473 0.0259 56.87259
9 1.492 0.0273 54.65201
10 1.508 0.0292 51.64384
11 1.521 0.0314 48.43949
12 1.53 0.0337 45.40059
13 1.536 0.0378 40.63492
14 1.539 0.0409 37.62836
15 1.538 0.0537 28.6406
300000 0 1.204 0.0152 79.21053
1 1.25 0.0157 79.61783
2 1.292 0.0168 76.90476
3 1.331 0.0175 76.05714
4 1.366 0.0182 75.05495
5 1.398 0.0191 73.19372
6 1.427 0.0201 70.99502
7 1.453 0.0212 68.53774
8 1.476 0.0234 63.07692
9 1.495 0.0247 60.52632
10 1.511 0.0264 57.23485
11 1.524 0.0284 53.66197
12 1.533 0.0306 50.09804
13 1.54 0.0345 44.63768
14 1.542 0.0373 41.34048
































Table 7 S1223RTL Continued
2deg
flap dea anale Re=250000
10 2.426 0.0226 107.3451
11 2.492 0.0232 107.4138
12 2.588 0.0238 108.7395
13 2.623 0.0244 107.5
14 2.688 0.025 107.52
15 2.752 0.0257 107.0817
16 2.859 0.0264 108.2955
17 2.83 0.027 104.8148
18 2.862 0.0277 103.3213
19 2.865 0.0284 100.8803
20 2.826 0.0292 96.78082
1deg
flap deg angle Re=200000
10 2.314 0.03 77.13333
11 2.38 0.0308 77.27273
12 2.446 0.0316 77.40506
13 2.512 0.0324 77.53086
14 2.577 0.0332 77.62048
15 2.642 0.0341 77.47801
16 2.706 0.0349 77.53582
17 2.77 0.0358 77.3743
18 2.87 0.0367 78.20163
19 2.898 0.0376 77.07447
20 2.853 0.0385 74.1039
1deg
angle Re=300000
flap deo CI Cd CltCd
10 2.314 0.0206 112.3301
11 2.38 0.0212 112.2642
12 2.446 0.0217 112.7189
13 2.512 0.0223 112.6457
14 2.577 0.0229 112.5328
15 2.642 0.0234 112.906
16 2.706 0.024 112.75
17 2.77 0.0246 112.6016
18 2.837 0.0253 112.1344
19 2.896 0.0259 111.8147
20 2.806 0.0265 105.8868




RE angle CI Cd CI/Cd
250000 0 1.13 0.0151 74.83444
1 1.186 0.0161 73.6646
2 1.238 0.0166 74.57831
3 1.285 0.0171 75.1462
4 1.329 0.0178 74.66292
5 1.368 0.0185 73.94595
6 1.403 0.0187 75.02674
7 1.435 0.0197 72.84264
8 1.462 0.0217 67.37327
9 1.486 0.023 64.6087
10 1.506 0.0244 61.72131
11 1.522 0.0254 59.92126
12 1.534 0.0278 55.17986
13 1.543 0.0312 49.45513
14 1.548 0.0334 46.34731
15 1.549 0.0359 43.14763
200000 0 1.129 0.016 70.5625
1 1.185 0.0166 71.38554
2 1.237 0.0176 70.28409
3 1.284 0.0182 70.54945
4 1.327 0.0189 70.21164
5 1.367 0.0196 69.7449
6 1.402 0.0199 70.45226
7 1.433 0.021 68.2381
8 1.461 0.0231 63.24675
9 1.484 0.0244 60.81967
10 1.504 0.0259 58.0695
11 1.52 0.0276 55.07246
12 1.533 0.0294 52.14286
13 1.541 0.033 46.69697
14 1.546 0.0353 43.79603
15 1.546 0.0379 40.79156
300000 0 1.131 0.0144 78.54167
1 1.187 0.0154 77.07792
2 1.239 0.0158 78.41772
3 1.286 0.0164 78.41463
4 1.33 0.0169 78.69822
5 1.369 0.0176 77.78409
6 1.405 0.0177 79.37853
7 1.436 0.0187 76.79144
8 1.464 0.0207 70.72464
9 1.487 0.0219 67.89954





























11 1.523 0.0248 61.41129
12 1.536 0.0279 55.05376
, 13 1.544 0.0299 51.6388
14 1.549 0.032 48.40625
15 1.55 0.0361 42.93629
Continued
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Table 8 NIUOOI Continued
2deg
flap deg angle Re=250000
10 2.272 0.0207 109.7585
11 2.344 0.0213 110.0469
12 2.416 0.0218 110.8257
13 2.488 0.0222 112.0721
14 2.56 0.0228 112.2807
15 2.631 0.0234 112.4359
16 2.703 0.0242 111.6942
17 2.774 0.0248 111.8548
18 2.83 0.0254 111.4173
19 2.895 0.0261 110.9195
20 2.898 0.0268 108.1343
2deg
flap deg angle Re=200000
10 2.272 0.022 103.2727
11 2.344 0.0226 103.7168
12 2.416 0.023 105.0435
13 2.488 0.0236 105.4237
14 2.56 0.0242 105.7851
15 2.631 0.0248 106.0887
16 2.703 0.0256 105.5859
17 2.774 0.0263 105.4753
18 2.828 0.027 104.7407
19 2.816 0.0277 101.6606
20 2.816 0.0284 99.15493
2deg
angle Re=300000
flap dea CI Cd CI/Cd
10 2.272 0.0198 114.7475
11 2.344 0.0203 115.468
12 2.416 0.0208 116.1538
13 2.488 0.0211 117.9147
14 2.56 0.0217 117.9724
15 2.631 0.0222 118.5135
16 2.703 0.023 117.5217
17 2.774 0.0236 117.5424
18 2.828 0.0242 116.8595
19 2.805 0.0248 113.1048
20 2.83 0.0255 110.9804




Shown in the table below is the cost analysis to produce our airplane
Table
Item (Quantity) Cost Per unit Total Cost
Balsa Estimate $150.00 $150.00
Propeller (2) $ 3.79 $ 7.58
Engine OS 40 (2) $ 67.99 $135.98
Engine Mount (2) $ 4.49 $ 9.98
Monokote 6' x 26" (10) $ 10.99 $109.90
Radio Futaba 6 Channel $129.99 $129.99
Servos FUT S3 115 (6) $ 17.99 $107.94
Tires - total $119.99 $119.99
Mi scellaneous $100.00 $100.00
Total Cost $871.36
Table 9 Cost Analysis
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